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“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Image

“Then God said, ‘Let us make man in our image, in our likeness,... So
God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him;
male and female he created them.” (Genesis 1:26-27 $IV)

The word “image” as used in these verses above means that mankind was created
to reflect the likeness of, to mirror or to represent God. Reflecting the likeness
of can  mean “in the physical likeness of” as well as “in the spiritual likeness of.”

“And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.”
(Genesis 2:7 KJV)

It is a Biblical truth that we are created in the image of God. It is however a bit
difficult to determine exactly what that means. While a Christian understands
the spiritual nature of this life, the human side of mankind normally tends to
think of outward or physical features when referring to “in the image of.” That
is of course not the way God “sees” things.

“But the Lord said to Samuel, ‘Do not consider his appearance or his
height, for I have rejected him. The Lord does not look at the things
man looks at. Man looks at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks
at the heart.” (I Samuel 16:7 $IV)

As humans, we don’t have the ability to look at the heart the way God does. So
we generally form our opinions of other people by what we see and hear  —
either from the individuals themselves or from others. Jesus didn’t do it that
way. He already knew what was “in a man.”

“He did not need man’s testimony about man, for he knew what was in
a man.” (John 2:25 $IV)

We don’t generally know what’s “in a man.” We’re usually only able to see the
“image” that individuals wish to portray which may or may not be an accurate
assessment of the real person. Sometimes — not always — we might be able to
discern what we think is the real person — rather than the image portrayed —
because of what we see and hear from the individual. Yet, many of us have
known of individuals that we thought were model Christians. And then —
something happens — something that we thought would never have been possi-
ble for such a wonderful Christian person to have done or to have become
involved in. But it happenes. Christians often idealize other Christians. An
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first thought we have concerning that is the fact that we have a soul. We are
spiritual as well as physical beings. But there are other ways in which the
Scriptures say we are in the image of God. Let’s look at just a few of those.

Physically —
• “1In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. 14The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among
us....” (John 1:1 and 14 $IV) 

• The Son is the radiance of God's glory and the exact representation of
his being,...” (Hebrews 1:3 $IV)

• “Jesus answered: ‘Don’t you know me, Philip, even after I have been
among you such a long time? Anyone who has seen me has seen the
Father. How can you say, ‘Show us the Father’?” (John 14:9 $IV)

Ability to make moral choices — know good from evil —
• “For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and
you will be like God, knowing good and evil.” (Genesis 3:5 $IV) 

Having a sense of compassion — 
• 23Then Abraham approached him and said: "Will you sweep away the
righteous with the wicked? 24What if there are fifty righteous people in
the city? Will you really sweep it away and not spare the place for the
sake of the fifty righteous people in it? 26The Lord said, ‘If I find fifty
righteous people in the city of Sodom, I will spare the whole place for
their sake.’” (Genesis 18:23, 24 and 26 $IV)

Man rules in his sphere as God rules in His creation —
• “God blessed them and said to them, ‘Be fruitful and increase in number;
fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of
the air and over every living creature that moves on the ground.’”
(Genesis 1:28 $IV)

Even though we’ve named only a few here, there are perhaps many other ways
in which man has been created in the image of God.

Typing  the phrase “perfect image” into the Yahoo search engine produces over
650 million results. The world is becoming more and more consumed with
having the “perfect image.” Unfortunately, it’s usually in the eyes of the world
rather than in God’s eyes. Every human being on this earth has the option of
accepting the “damage control”  that God has provided through the blood of His
Son. Accepting that option will restore the real “perfect image” to an individual
who has fallen to the reality of sin.
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they failed to live up to the likeness of the one in whose image they had been
created. They violated the image they were intended to maintain. Mankind failed
to live up to what God had expected of him. When confronted by God, Adam
immediately went into “damage control” mode. His knew his “image” had been
shattered in the eyes of God and his human reaction was to do whatever he could
to recover from the incident as best he could. So he tried to place the blame on
someone other than himself in an effort to protect his image before God. 

“The man said, ‘The woman you put here with me — she gave me some
fruit from the tree, and I ate it.’” (Genesis 3:12 $IV)

Eve then tried the very same tactic.
“Then the Lord God said to the woman, ‘What is this you have done?’
The woman said, ‘The serpent deceived me, and I ate.’ (Genesis 3:13 $IV)

It was of course that incident that caused mankind’s image to fall to the reality
of sin. He no longer was the perfect being that God had made. His “image” had
changed. Mankind had failed in his willingness to live up to the likeness of
God. Although both Adam and Eve immediately attempted to move into “damage
control” mode as soon as they had been “caught” by God, mankind no longer
had any hope of retrieving the image in which he had been created. It had been
lost forever. There was nothing he could do to recover from such a serious
indiscretion. The image he had enjoyed before that incident — a being made in
the image of a perfect God — had fallen to the reality of sin.

Fortunately however, God — in His infinite wisdom — had a plan of His own for
“damage control.” God had a way for the fallen man to recover and return to  the
image in which he had been created — that of a being who enjoyed a relationship
with his creator. With God’s plan, mankind — even after falling to the reality of
sin — would be able to return over and over again to the image he had enjoyed
before his fall to a sinful reality. The Scriptures are full of accounts of individuals
falling to the reality of sin and then returning to the One in whose image he was
created. God’s Son took care of “damage control” for mankind’s sinful actions.
Because of His death on the cross, mankind has the option of dying to sin and
rising to a new life in Christ (Romans 6), thereby restoring his image in God’s eyes. 

So we’ve been discussing “image ”in this issue. We’ve looked at “in the image
of God,” as well as images that are carefully created by man. The images that
are created by man may or may not be accurate. That kind of image is only what
we perceive to be true about an individual, business, athlete, etc.. Remember
that kind of image has often times been “created” by careful calculation aimed
at creating widespread goodwill. We do know however that when the Scriptures
say that we are created in the image of God, we can be certain that the image of
the One after whom we are created is absolutely perfect in every way. But we
said earlier in this article that it’s a bit difficult to determine exactly what it
means when we read that mankind is created in the image of God. The obvious

image is created — an image that may or may not be accurate and may or may
not be intentional on the part of the idealized Christian. The Christian is never-
theless expected to live up to the image — accurate or not.

Corporations, public figures and businesses often spend thousands and thousands
of dollars to create an image that will appear favorable to the public. If the public
however could see inside of some of those created images, they might sometimes
view a completely different picture. So when we speak of an “image” in those
terms, we are speaking of a public perception that has been “created” by careful
calculation aimed at creating widespread goodwill.

There is tremendous importance placed on one’s image nowadays. We are seeing
younger and younger girls having various procedures to change or adjust their
physical image to better suit the way they want to look — or the physical image
they want to portray. The pressure in modern day society to have the “perfect
image” is becoming mind-boggling. And it’s not just about looks or attractiveness.
It encompasses all aspects of society. More and more pressure is put on athletes to
perform at levels that will exceed records set by their predecessors in order to
make their “image” more marketable and bring higher payments for endorsements.
We recently saw an example of the results of that pressure with the Alex
Rodriguez steroid scandal. In an ESPN interview he stated:
“When I arrived in Texas in 2001, I felt an enormous amount of pressure. I
felt like I had all the weight of the world on top of me and I needed to perform,
and perform at a high level every day, ... I wanted to prove to everyone that
I was worth being one of the greatest players of all time. I did take a
banned substance. And for that, I am very sorry and deeply regretful.”

What was he really saying here? — That he felt tremendous pressure to live up
to an image that he wanted to create — i.e. “one of the greatest players of all time.”

Another recent example of the created image of a person being damaged was
the photo of Michael Phelps using marijuana. That one photo cost him some
endorsements because he was observed engaging in behavior that was not consistent
with the image of him that had been created.

The “created” image of these two individuals was either different from the real
person or it was at least higher than they were able or willing to live up to. In
both of these cases, they immediately went into ”damage control” mode to try
and recover the image they had enjoyed before the incident. Many people —
whether public figures or not — successfully spend their entire lives conforming
to the expectations of others in order to maintain an “image.” In both of the
cases we’ve mentioned above however, the image that had been created either
by the media or their PR firms or themselves — was an image that fell to reality.

Let’s return now to our original thought of being created in the image of God. As
we read earlier, Adam and Eve were created in the image of God but as we know,
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